Abstract. A study of the cumulative sums of the Möbius function on the Atlas Computer of the Science Research Council has revealed certain statistical properties which lead the authors to make a number of conjectures. One of these is that any conjecture of the Mertens type, viz.
More generally, if we first select a subsequence from {u(n)} by striking out all the terms for which p.(ri) = 0, and if this subsequence were 'equiprobably random,' i.e. if the value -1 and 1 each had (conditional) probability §, then the condition Mix) -0(xll2+t) would still be true. Of course a deterministic sequence can at best be 'pseudorandom' in the usual incompletely defined sense in which the term is used, and of course all our probability arguments are put forward in a purely heuristic spirit without any claim that they are mathematical proofs.
As a matter of fact there are a priori reasons, that is without looking at the numerical support, for believing the following conjecture:
Conjecture A. The sums of pOn) in blocks of length N, where N is large, have asymptotically a normal distribution with mean zero and variance oN/t2.
A priori reasons for believing this conjecture. Note first that p(n) = 0 when n is a multiple of 4, so there are zeros in the sequence [p(n)} at regular intervals of 4, and similarly at regular intervals of 9 and so on. So, if we write Vi for the number of values of n (in a block of length N) for which u(n) = i, we would expect v0 to be very close to its expected value
The numerical evidence for this statement is given in Tables 2 and 3 in the appendix. Now if n is large and known to be square-free it is likely to have a fair number of factors, and therefore by the theory of the roulette wheel (with two sectors instead of 37 or 38) the probabilities that the number of factors is odd or even are nearly equal. Thus the probability that p.(ri) = l(or -1) is near to 3x~2 and tends to this value when the range in which n is known to lie tends to infinity. Hence the expectation of p(n) is 0.
The probability distribution of vi, conditional on a knowledge of vo, is binomial with mean 2(N -vo) and variance j(N -v0). Allowing for the near-constancy of vo, the unconditional distribution of vi would be expected to be binomial with mean 3iW~2 and variance 2>Nt~2/2. As a matter of fact the variance does not depend on the near-constancy of v0 since
We have here assumed that, given vo, vi has a 'heads-and-tails' binomial distribution. Its sample size is, of course, N -v0.
This completes our a priori argument for believing Conjecture A, and even if Conjecture A is only approximately true it is so much stronger than the condition M(x) = 0(x"2+e) that we feel its approximate truth would still support that condition.
We now describe the numerical test of Conjecture A, which was performed with N = 1000. We computed M(1000r + 1000) -M(1000r) (where we write M(0) = 0) for r = 0(1)49,999 on the Chilton Atlas (as a "background" job) but the values r = 34,000(1)34,999 were lost owing to a machine fault. Column (ii) of Table 1 gives the frequencies with which exp (-\x /a )dx , where a2 -6000/tt2. It will be seen that the fit is extremely good, in fact x2 = 24.2 with 22 degrees of freedom. Thus Conjecture A is not merely to be expected a priori, by mathematical common sense, but it is well supported by the numerical data. As we said before, we believe therefore that there is a good "reason" for believing the Riemann hypothesis, apart from the calculation of the first 2,000,000 zeros. Although \p0n)\ is not a random sequence it is tempting to apply the law of the iterated logarithm (for example, Feller [1, p. 157] ) to the subsequence obtained by deleting the values of n for which pOn) = 0. In this manner we generate a second conjecture, which, however, is less probable than Conjecture A and for which it is difficult to obtain numerical support. But it is of some interest to consider it.
Conjecture B.
lim sup {M0x)0x log log x)~l '2} = V (12)/x . Conjecture B contradicts Mertens's conjecture that |M(a.)| < xU2, even in the extended form |M(a;)| < Cx112 for any constant C. When C = § this modification of Mertens's conjecture was refuted numerically by Neubauer [7] : a breakdown occurred, for example at x = 7.76 X 109. Also a conjecture of Pólya's, closely related to that of Mertens, was refuted by Haselgrove [3] , who believed further that his method could be applied, with 1000 times as much calculation, to disprove Mertens's conjecture. In the light of this evidence, Mertens's conjecture is improbable, and our Conjecture B is somewhat supported by its inconsistency with it.
Appendix. Distribution of v0 for N = 1,000,000
In Table 2 we give the values of vo, i.e. the number of cases of pOn) = 0, in the first, second, . . ., 33rd block of length a million. We stopped at this point owing to the machine fault previously mentioned: a single supervisor fault caused the output for Table 1 to be lost at the 35th million and for Table 2 at the 34th million. Using the 33 values of v0 given in Table 2 , the estimated standard deviation is only 19.1. (The average number of zeros in each block of a million is very nearly 392,073.) This suggests that nearly always v0 is nearly constant in the sense that, for large N, the standard deviation of vo is o(VA0, which for possible future reference we call Conjecture C. The total expected number of zeros of the sequence {pOn)} in the first 33,000,000 is 33,000,000(1 -6tt-2) = 12,938,405.6 and the observed number is 12,938,407, an astonishingly close fit, better than we deserved.
The values of v0 for a few further values of N are shown in Table 3 . On the basis of this table we might even strengthen Conjecture C to (Conjecture D) 'the variance of v0 for large N is a constant.' The conjecture of the near constancy of v0 in each block of length N must be interpreted in an average ('probabilistic') sense, whether or not it is expressed in the form of Conjecture C. It would not be correct to assume that v0 is always close to its expected value; in fact it will sometimes though very rarely happen that vo = N. This will happen, for example, in the block (M + 1, M + 2, • • -, M + N) if simultaneously M = -1 (mod 4), M = -2 (mod 9), M s -3 (mod 25),
• ■ -, M = -N (mod pA), where pn is the iVth prime. These congruences can be solved by Sun-Tsu's theorem (see, for example, Good [2, p. 759] ). The value of M so obtained will be something like N2N. Thus the Möbius sequence {pOn) ] contains arbitrarily long runs of zeros, but these long runs presumably occur extremely rarely.
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